
From: Munroe, Warren LCS:EX
Sent: October 18, 2005 8:23 AM
To: McRae, Don LCS:EX
Subject: Proposal for handling quarterly pop components 

Hello Don,

Here is another proposal that was sent to Dave last week regarding the handling 
(fumbling?) of the quarterly components of population change.
   _____  

Hello Dave,

As mentioned yesterday, some of the components in QPOPPCOMP had to be changed … 
as well data in the QuarterlyComponentsBC_71-current.xls table had to be revised.

The data from the last quarter output from StatCan thru QuarterlyComponentsBC_71-
current.xls to utils in APL to QPOPCOMP and QPOPPROV to the MIGFLOW maps 
were reviewed again this morning and appear to be correct. Please check them again and 
let me know how the migflow maps compare.

Just a thought….you know how the current approach is prone to error because it is done 
quarterly and in some cases annually (revisionsof previous years) and is so manual with 
its copying and pasting from one matrix to another with many steps in many files and 
programs and with more than one person involved in doing different unspecified parts 
that perhaps it would be a good idea to have all these steps written up clearly and one 
person be given responsibility with another person reviewing the results. Just a 
suggestion. 

I have found that having set up the process for processing the CTB monthly data and 
having thouroughly learned the methods and knowing the relevance of all the inputs as 
well as the dates of the revisions of the various inputs and having done a write up of the 
process that it is easy for me to say to McRae that if there are any mistakes from now on, 
they are mine.

Please let me know if there is anything that I can do to help.

Warren

Warren Munroe,
MIGRATION ANALYST, BC STATS 


